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Motivation

In the �eld of bird �ight, typically all the research is done by painting markers on the bird wings and then
manually digitizing the images by clicking points in the recorded videos[1]. Since the birds a �lmed with
high speed cameras, there is usually a need to click on separate points in several hundred frames. I believe
this should be automated and could be done without painting speci�c markers on the birds. The advantages
are not only a major decrease in human processing time, but also there will be less stress for the birds.

Goals

For my current research I need to determine the phase of the wing in the �apping cycle and this making a
robust algorithm which can determine this will be my main goal for this project. Furthermore it would also
be nice to also get the angle of attack of the wing by identifying at least one point on the trailing edge of
the wing and a point in front of it along the �ight direction. Then I will have to �nd these same points in
the view from a di�erent camera to get a 3D location of these points. This will most likely be too much for
this class project, but if I get the phase detection to work reliably I will see if I can get somewhere with this
also.

Experimental setup

I have 5 trained white Paci�c Parrotlets (Forpus coelestis) that will be �own past high speed cameras
(Phantom Miro M310) recording at 1000 frames pr. second. There will be one camera behind the bird at
about 22.5 deg angle to the horizontal and another camera behind at about 67.5 deg, giving them a 45 deg
stereo angle which should be enough track the wing in 3D. Images taken during a pilot recoding with di�erent
camera positions and a blue bird are shown in �gure 1. In following recordings I will have better lighting
and use a bird with higher contrast so that the exposure time can be lowered in order to avoid motion blur.

Method

For doing phase detection I am planning on using the following process although this may change once I try
what works.

1. Preprocess the image to take care of e�ects caused by uneven lighting and if necessary remove the bird
in order to only focus on the wing.

2. Identify parameters that in the image that will specify the phase either by feature detection[3] or by
principle component analysis. I may also use the outline and look at how the area and circumference
change.

3. Use a loop closing method to �nd where in the video the �ap repeats[2]. This could be done either by
using the parameters found above or if that does not work well, use thresholding and �nd the outermost
point on the wing. Then connecting the maxima since the wing tip will move in and out during a �ap.

4. Find some metric to determine when the upstroke and down stroke start.
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Figure 1: Blue parrotlet �ying below two cameras where one camera is from the front (left) and the other
from the back (right) at 30 deg to the vertical.
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